
MORE FEATURE FILMS
MÁS LARGOMETRAJES

Woman King
Tells the story of the all-female unit of warriors who protected the
African Kingdom of Dahomey.

Voodoo Macbeth
Tells the story of the first all-black cast production of William
Shakespeare's Macbeth directed by young Orson Welles in 1936,
which came to be known as "Voodoo Macbeth."

Selma
Follows Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.'s efforts in the civil rights march
from Selma to Montgomery, Alabama, in 1965

Candyman
In present day, gentrified Chicago, an artist explores the legend of
the hook handed killer known as Candyman, unaware that his
curiosity opens the door to a complex past which causes him to
lose his sanity
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NEW SCIENCE FICTION
NUEVA CIENCIA FICCÓN

Neptune frost
In Burundi, a group of escaped coltan miners form an anti-
colonialist computer hacker collective and try to overthrow the
authoritarian government exploiting the country.

Black Panther: Wakanda Forever
Queen Ramonda, Shuri, M'Baku, Okoye, and the Dora Milaje fight
to protect their nation from intervening world powers in the wake of
King T'Challa's death. As the Wakandans strive to embrace their
next chapter, the heroes must band together with the help of War
Dog Nakia and Everett Ross and forge a new path for the kingdom
of Wakanda.

CLASSICS • CLÁSICOS

MORE DOCUMENTARIES
MÁS DOCUMENTALES
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